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Welcome to the latest CAMRA Angle Online.
I make no apology for featuring again the issue of the Treasury’s Review of
Small Brewer’s Relief (SBR).
CAMRA issued a press release last week :In a letter to Kemi Badenoch MP, Exchequer Secretary to the Treasury, the
Campaign’s Chairman and Chief Executive laid out their concerns over the
move to reduce the level of production at which small brewers receive the
full level of tax relief – in order to allow larger brewers to pay less.
Nik Antona, CAMRA National Chairman, said: “Small Brewers’ Relief has
been instrumental in creating the brewing boom that we have seen over the
past two decades and is vital to maintaining a thriving and diverse beer
market, and choice for consumers.
.

“The news of these poorly considered reforms to the Small Brewers’ Relief
Scheme could not come at a worse time for our small brewers, who are
already facing financial uncertainty due to the Coronavirus crisis.
“That’s why CAMRA is joining calls for the Government to rethink its plans
to remove tax relief from the smallest brewers to allow larger brewers to pay
less, and to publish more information about any other proposed changes to
the scheme as soon as possible.”
This letter, as part of a press release last week is reproduced on the next
page. If smaller brewers affected by these proposals have to pay more duty
then closures are inevitable. This will reduce drinkers choice, the very
reason CAMRA was set up nearly 50 years ago to achieve.
If you haven’t already seen it a petition has been
raised on the Government website ; the link is
below :https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/334066

There are two feature articles in this issue. Branch member Dave Craggs
has been out and about in his caravan, touring several breweries. I think
that is a sensible idea for a holiday. Yours truly had an interesting trip up the
Northumberland coast recently and visited a pub with a different approach
to “social distancing” They don't let any one in ! Terry Ford writes about the
Harton Hop House.
Included as usual are regular pub, breweries and news items, as well as
the latest membership update. Plus the quiz at the end.
Finally, if anyone has any ideas for content or wishes to contribute, please
email magazine01@sst.camra.org.uk
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Dear Kemi Badenoch,
We are writing from CAMRA, the Campaign for Real Ale, regarding the Treasury
Review of Small Brewers’ Relief. CAMRA is UK wide consumer group representing
nearly 190,000 beer and pub enthusiasts. We campaign for thriving community pubs
and consumer choice for beer drinkers.
CAMRA believes that the Small Brewers’ Relief Scheme is vital to a thriving beer
market, and to ensuring choice for consumers. The scheme has been instrumental
in the growth in numbers of independent, UK-based brewers over the last 20 years,
and resulting choice in high quality beers for consumers.
We have always been concerned about the proposal of removing relief from the
smallest brewers and maintained that this should not happen without broad industry
consensus – it is clear from the reaction to the proposal to reduce the level at which
a brewery receives full relief from 5,000HL to 2,100HL that consensus has not been
achieved.
Furthermore, we do not believe that the Treasury’s intention to increase the scale of
production over which the relief is applied by reducing the lower threshold is the
correct way to reform Small Brewers’ Relief. This not only removes relief from the
smallest brewers in order to allow more relief to be provided to larger brewers, but
also comes at a time of great financial insecurity for brewers, many of whom did not
receive direct financial support from Government during the Coronavirus lockdown.
CAMRA are therefore asking that the Government:
publishes the evidence of how it arrived at the preferred approach of lowering
the point at which a brewery receives full SBR support from 5,000HL to
2,100HL
releases the full details of its preferred approach to taxing small brewers at all
levels of production, ahead of the further technical consultation
changes the preferred approach to reinstate the 5,000HL threshold up to
which a brewery will continue to receive full relief
We believe that the ‘cliff-edge’ of the relief curve should be smoothed by increasing
the range of production covered through an increase to the top threshold, rather
than the removal of full duty relief at the bottom end of the production scale.
We remain hopeful that the industry can find agreement on what reforms to the relief
curve above the 5,000HL threshold should look like, in order to remove current
disincentives to growth, and promote healthy competition, cask beer, and consumer
choice.
We urge you to rethink the Government’s preferred approach to ensure that no
small brewer is worse of as a result of reform to Small Brewers’ Relief, and we hope
that further details will be published soon.
Yours sincerely,
Nik Antona, CAMRA National Chairman
Tom Stainer, CAMRA Chief Executive
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT
Below are the latest and previous months for comparison.
MAR

APR

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUG

191979

190355

188245

186304

184849

183317

Sunderland & Sth Tyneside

660

643

641

626

625

625

Cleveland

899

891

878

861

855

848

Darlington

454

450

450

445

442

434

Durham

849

842

842

837

837

827

Tyneside & Northumberland

2079

2060

2052

2042

2021

1995

National

Nationally we are at 183317 which is another drop of over 1500 from last month.
We are still expecting to see large drops each month with approximately 300
new members being recruited monthly which won't offset the national monthly
attrition rate. That said, CAMRA has exceeded the 300 target for the past two
months, with another 400 joining in August. Retention has held this month with
a year on year level of 87.95% (87.91% last month).
Locally and as you can see from the various figures, while our neighbours
continue to lose members, here in Sunderland & South Tyneside we seem to
have "bucked the trend" and have seen no change for the second month in a
row. Thank you so much to all who have renewed their memberships in these
very challenging times.
As CAMRA members in South Shields will have probably seen, there is plenty
going on. A reopened Wetherspoons which is double the size, in-house brewing
at the Criterion and the opening of the Harton Hop House and all that within the
last few days!
What I continue to see when I am out and about is the majority of establishments
being run very professionally with a great deal of care, but many publicans are
working very hard with much additional work needed just to keep the doors
open. Where it is safe to do so we should support them. My hope is that we all
continue to keep safe and well.

PETER TONG
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
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PUB WATCH

The scaffolding has come down from The Dun Cow in Sunderland. A close look at
the central picture, taken last month, shows the Newcastle Ales sign has also been
taken down. However,the pub is still closed after lockdown, stating on Facebook they
will reopen when social distancing rules will allow. Its sister pub, The Engine Room
finally reopened on August 28th
The scaffolding has also been taken down from The Peacock nearby and the pub
finally reopened on August 29th . According to their Facebook site “the newly
refurbished exterior looks absolutely stunning” The pub then had to close briefly after
a staff member tested positive for Covid.
Fitzgeralds is still up for sale and remains closed.
News from South Shields
The Wouldhave has reopened after a major refurbishment.
The Criterion has reported they have completed their set up of a brewery in the pub
and will be selling their real ale from September 5th.
One More Than Two Brew will be opening their bar and brewery in Portberry Street
on Saturday 12th September .
The Harton Hop House, converted from an ice cream parlour, opened on
September 3rd., with four keg and two cask ales
Hydrology - Hops at Home, is an online delivery service to be launched once they
get a license “ later this month” Delivery to be in South Tyneside as well as parts
of Sunderland and Gateshead - I suspect the adjoining parts.
Finally, SeaChange, a cafe and arts venue in Ocean Road has announced that
from October they will have a monthly craft beer event.
NOTE - As I prepare this page South Tyneside Council have reported an
increase in Covid cases in the borough and are considering whether to impose a
local lockdown, in which case everyone’s plans above are now in doubt.
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BREWERY NEWS
Broughton Ales in the Borders have been brewing since 1979.
They recently raised the alarm bells about a downturn in
business and have launched a crowdfunder to save the brewery.
I’ve done my bit and acquired some bottles of Old Jock. This
stunning 6.7% beer has featured at our last two beer festivals.

As well as their core beers, Maxim have been busy brewing
two more seasonals - Dark Knight and Medusa. Dark Knight
is a 4.6% English porter while at 5.6% Medusa is brewed using
five different American hops.
After six months of being open on Saturdays, the brewery have
decided to have their popular drive thru service on Friday’s only ,
from 10am to 3pm. The same arrangements are in place, call
0191 5848844 in advance to place an order

HARTON HOP HOUSE
real ale. We ventured in
just to try it out. Our
temperature was taken
and our contact details
submitted. There was no
standing at the bar and all
drinks were ordered by
table service.
South Shield’s newest
venue Harton Hop House
, 181b Sunderland Rd,
opened on Thursday 3rd
September. Because of
Covid we had to book a
table with a certain time
slot and were told our
temperature would be
taken,a good sensible
precaution.
Upon arrival we were
told that the Wylam cask
beer had gone off so no

I ordered a Wylam
Brewery Hickey the Rake
a 4.2% keg beer (£4.50),
a very pale ale with huge
amounts of citrus and
pineapple flavours not my
usual taste but it was

excellent. My better half
had an Anarchy Brew
Blonde Star (£3.90). This
beer was a light golden
ale and easy to drink with
no massive attack of
hops. I then had a Tiny
Rebel Brewery Stay Puft
Marshmallow Porter and
like the title was quite a
mouthful. I am a big
porter fan and liked this a
lot but one was enough.
We ordered a cheese
board called The Gold at
£7.50 which was
excellent.
A welcome Craft Beer
venue to South Shields,
just a shame the real ale
had run out.
Terry Ford
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CAMRA NEWS
Press Releases last month
Below is a summary of press releases available on the CAMRA website, reached
through the link below

https://camra.org.uk/about/media-centre/press-releases/
August 3rd - Tom Kerridge urges Brits to ‘stay supportive’ of the Great British
pub
TV Chef has written the introduction to the forthcoming 2021 CAMRA Good Beer
Guide.

August 5th - PM urged to cut the price of a pint to boost pub jobs, as footfall
declines
CAMRA is calling on the Prime Minister to cut tax on pints served in pubs to boost
jobs and spending, following a recent survey which has found that 42% of people
are visiting the pub less often than they did before lockdown

August 6th - The Great British Beer Festival goes virtual
The Great British Beer Festival, which usually takes place this week at Olympia in
London, is making its virtual debut from 11-13 September 2020 ( See also next
page)

August 19th - Carlsberg-Marston’s merger must not damage British beers,
brands and breweries
CAMRA responds to the decision by the Competition and Markets Authority to
launch a Phase 1 investigation into the proposed joint venture beer company
between Carlsberg and Marston’s.
Spotted in latest edition of What’s Brewing.
A survey of the average price of a pint in 2019 was carried out by Finder.com.
Surprise surprise, London was the most expensive city with an average price of
£5.19, while Dundee was the cheapest at £3.08 a pint.
Good news for our branch - Sunderland was the fourth cheapest at £3.30 a pint on
average.
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The Great British Beer Festival goes virtual
GBBF which usually takes place in August, is
making its virtual debut from 11-13 September
2020. Tickets were on sale for £46/each. Ticket holders will receive a 2020 festival glass
and 11 beers so that they can participate in
two of the tasting sessions. These include an
‘introduction to beer’ session, which features
five category winners from last year’s
Champion Beer of Britain competition, and an
additional six beers for an in-depth tasting of a
specific style of their choice
I've been to the real thing several times but
have decided to miss this event. There is
nothing like being there.

Below Maxim Amarillo - 2018 &
Darwin Extinction, 2016 Barley
Wine Old Ales Gold Champion

Here are selection of pictures taken over the
years. The large one below was taken at
GBBF 2009 when one of my mates had found
a “Its His Round” T-shirt in Asda . Quickly, we
spread the word and the result can be seen
below. This was taken in Earls Court and I’m
the one with the dodgy zip on my jeans
Soon after CAMRA asked for photographs of
the event so I submitted this. It was rejected
“ It’s not what we were after” was the response

2019 - Look at the price of this Key Keg Stout right
is 2009 food bar . I took my own pies !
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The annual Cask Ale Week is due to take place from Thursday 24th
September 2020 to Sunday 4th October, and CAMRA has been invited to
support this industry-wide initiative to promote cask ale.
Cask Ale Week is an independent industry campaign designed to promote
cask ale, especially real ale produced by local breweries –and this year is
focusing on the message that you can only get fresh cask ale in pubs and
clubs. This initiative supports several of our own strategic objectives,
increasing pub footfall and supporting those pubs and breweries still
offering delivery and take-away.
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Keeping WhatPub up-to-date is a large task for the branch Pubs Officer
with some pubs & clubs having reduced hours and less real ale and cider.
Above is a Whatpub snapshot of The Marine in South Shields. This, like
other pub/club entries in the branch, has had added a pink box , which
includes a request for any feedback members may have to help in
keeping entries up-to-date.
Any information will be helpful; thank you
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A CARAVAN, TWO GROWLERS AND NINE BREWERIES
Dave Craggs takes a trip - Part 1
Earlier this summer my
wife and I decided on a
caravan road trip heading
South West. Preparing
our caravan took longer
than expected. We had to
get a new battery, tyres
and deep clean having
been laid up for over 6
months. “Have you got
some beer?” asked the
good lady, “I was planning
to get some en route”, I
replied.
First stop, Buxton in
Derbyshire. My wife, Jill,
told me that there was a
brewery nearby called
Thornbridge. “What” I
replied, “They brew
Jaipur“. So armed with
two 4 pint growlers * , we
went to the brewery. All
they had were cans,
millions of them, but no
draught beer. I bought 12
Jaipur and 4 Lukas for the
Lady (330ml cans) for
£30.40. Would have been
much cheaper at
Morrison’s, won’t be going
back there then. So it was
decided, that for me, this
would become a brewery
road trip.
Next stop Great Malvern
in Worcestershire and
A growler is a container
used to carry draught
our nearest
brewery
is at
beer.
Commonly
used
the
Malvern
breweries
forHills
takeBrewout
ery.
It
took
some
finding
beer and cider.

Week 4, Lynmouth in
Devon, and the hunt is on
for Brewery “near me”
from Mr Google. This is a
clear winner. The
FatBelly Brewery is
about 500 yards away,
downhill by foot, or 1.7
miles by road. We walked.

as it’s a one man band,
brewing in a stone
building adjacent to his
terraced house. Having
arrived unannounced I
was offered 20 litres of
Black Pear for £30, his
award winning ale. (No
pears in it - it’s to do with
Worcester’s coat of arms).
As we were meeting
friends I thought 35 pints
might just do nicely.
Happy days.... And
snoring nights.
Off to Somerset and
Glastonbury. Google
came up trumps with
Glastonbury Ales,
brewed on a farm a mere
mile away. This microbrewery was offering a 9
pint “bag in box” for £20.
A good selection of half
litre bottles as well, two of
them SIBA award
winning, plus some cider
for the Mrs. I have yet to
fill my growlers, but this
road trip is great fun.

“Do you fill growlers?” I
ask. “What’s a growler?”
Was the reply. I
explained. “Oh we do a 3L
Take-out for £15”. That’ll
do, except I’ve to carry it
back up the hill.
Week 5, and we’ve
arrived at Dartmouth in
Devon . Tucked away,
with no signs of its
existence, is the South
Hams Brewery and Tap

This is a gem, 10 ales and
ciders to choose, plus
fresh pizza. And, my first
chance to fill the
growlers. I chose
Eddystone a 4.8% golden
ale and the good lady
chose dry cider. 8 pints
for a tenner, yes £10!

To Be Continued
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THE SHIP INN The pub that reopened but you cant go inside
The centre of the square
has picnic tables and a
few benches. Most
drinkers like us just sat
on the grass. (Bring a
blanket like we did).

Situated on the
Northumberland
coast about 10 miles
north east of Alnwick
is the tiny hamlet of
Low Newton by the
Sea. Despite being
so small, there is
still a pub, called
The Ship Inn.
It can be found on
the corner of an
open ended
square of former
fishermen’s
cottages set
around a green
and is only yards
from the beach. It was
built in the late 1700’s and
was originally called The
Smack Inn.

There are large menu
blackboards to peruse
as you queue. There
are two serving
hatches, one to order
food and drink, the
other to collect.
Payment is
contactless only.
Drinks are served on
a tray and food in
takeaway cartons.
My daughter queued and
paid for the drinks and
came back with a light
beer for me and a red
beer for herself. She
thinks mine was called
Newton Gold and hers
Red Herring. So that there
is no mess left in the
square, glasses, trays and
cartons are left in
recycling tubs outside the
pub.

Most of the village and the
pub are owned by The
National Trust and The
Ship has been run by
Christine Forsyth and her
daughter for the last 21
years.
In 2008 a microbrewery
was set up, brewing ales
that are only available in
the pub. Before lockdown
they were producing 7.5
barrels a week - and
judging by the number of
customers they had when
my family and I visited at
the beginning of August,
they probably still are!

The pub is very small and
it would have been
impossible to reopen after
lockdown and
accommodate customers
safely so instead
everyone eats and drinks
outside.

It was a warm day when
we visited with several
people enjoying the beers
and the sun, but the
inevitable queue to get
served was not that long.
They were very well
organised.
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There were a couple of
gazebos for shelter.

Getting There

As there is no entry to the
pub, what about the loos
you ask ? Well round the
back of the cottages there
is a small public toilet
block (with a queue!).
.
The Ship has managed to
reopen from a difficult
situation and seems to be
making a success of
things although, when the
weather changes in the
Autumn, that could prove
a challenge.

Low Newton is at the end
of the single road that
leads from the slightly
larger village of High
Newton. There is only
parking for residents but
there is a small public car
park on the brow of the
hill before reaching the
village. What is not
described in any online
guide is the alternative
way to get there…we
walked along the beach.
Just south of Low
Newton is village of

Embleton, from which a
lane leads down to a golf
course and some sand
dunes. Park in the lane ,
walk through the dunes till
you get to the beach. We
timed our arrival when
the tide was out and were
confronted with a wide
beach.
The ruins of
Dunstanburgh Castle
(above left) were to the
south and we walked
north looking at vast
skies for just over a mile
to reach the pub.

Ken Paul

NATIONAL TRUST PUBS
As mentioned on the previous page, the village and the pub are owned by the
National Trust. This prompted some investigation to discover how many pubs the
Trust actually own. According to their website there are 39.
https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/features/pubs-and-inns
Apart from The Ship, the other one in the North East is the pub at Gibside. There
are several in the Lake District but the jewel in the crown, literally,has to be The
Crown in Belfast.
This is regarded by the CAMRA Pub Heritage Group https://pubheritage.camra.org.uk/pubs/230 as one of three most spectacular
pubs in the UK. The other two are both in Liverpool - The Vines and The
Philharmonic. More on next page….
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PHOTO PAGE - THE CROWN AND THE PHILHARMONIC

The Crown (above) in Belfast
dates back to the 1880’s and is
unique in Northern Ireland. The
Philharmonic in Liverpool has
arguably the best Gents toilets
of any pub.
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NOT IN THE PUB QUIZ
(Answers on next page)
1

The literary character Cyrano de Bergerac had a famously large what ?

2

In the human forearm, which is the longer of the two bones?

3
4

Which cheese is mentioned after Venezualan beaver cheese in the Monty
Python cheese shop sketch ?
Name the One Direction member who was a former boyfriend of Taylor Swift?

5

Which Winston Graham character was played on TV by Aidan Turner?

6

Which body of water is 397 m below sea level ?

7

In which country was Arnold Schwarzeneggar born ?

8

Name the Chester le Street born former Sunderland footballer who won 2
league titles playing for Derby County and won 27 England caps.
Peter Adamson played which Coronation St character from 1961- 1983 ?

9

10 Brian May of Queen wrote “ Who Wants To Live Forever?” For which 1986
film?
11 Name the model of Ford car named after an island in the Mediterranean?
12 Which former teacher and singer songwriter had a hit with “Gaye” in 1973?
13 In which year does the final TV series of Blackadder take place?
14 In 2000 the Rugby 5 Nations Championship became the 6 nations when which
country joined?
15 Name the French acrobatic performer who gave his name to a skin tight
garment.
16 Which Clint Eastwood / Telly Savalas 1970 war film was based on an entry in
the Guinness World Records about the greatest robbery on record. US military
and German civilians robbed the German Gold Reserves in 1945.
17 In which county are the two Sizewell nuclear power stations?
18 Which rock band made the albums Discovery and Time?
19 Onychophagia is the term for which habit some people have near the end of
some sporting events ?
20 This photo was taken in February this year, but in which pub ?
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AND FINALLY - QUIZ ANSWERS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Nose
Ulna
Cheddar
Harry Styles
Poldark
The Dead Sea
Austria
Colin Todd
Len Fairclough
Highlander
Capri
Clifford T Ward
1917
Italy
(Jules) Leotard
Kelly’s Heroes
Suffolk
ELO.
Nail biting
Albion Gin & Ale House - Jarrow

Sunderland & South Tyneside CAMRA: Contact Information

—--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Website:

https://sst.camra.org.uk/

General issues/ queries Email:contact@sst.camra.org.uk
Pubs & Clubs. Email: sst.pubsofficer@gmail.com
Magazine enquiries Email:magazine01@sst.camra.org.uk
Advertising Email:ads01@sst.camra.org.uk
Social Media:
Twitter:
Facebook:
Facebook:
Instagram:

@SST_CAMRA
https://www.facebook.com/SSTCAMRA
https://www.facebook.com/groups/SSTCAMRA/ (Discussion Group)
https://instagram.com/sst_camra

Views expressed in this publication may not be necessarily those of CAMRA
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